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Introduction - Prospects for Finnish Localities 

The aim of this article is to look at recent changes in Finnish inner cities and evaluate 
the partnership between financial functioning and new directions in city center planning. 
via the concept of economic and social space. This article is based on research project 
"Economic and social restructuring of Finnish city centers" which on the other hand is 
included in four-year (1989-1992) research programme "Prospects for Finnish Loca
lities" . 

"Prospects for Finnish Localities" is a large, multidisciplinary programme of re
search which started in 1989 and was completed in 1992. The object of research under 
programme is generally speaking the Finnish city the aim being to describe the effects 
of the processes of change taking place in different types of Finnish urban places at the 
present time on the future development of these places. The programme has a dual 
purpose. First it aims to describe the current state of Finnish cities and their future 
development as part of a national and international process of social change. By 
adopting a multidisciplinary, problemcentred approach, it is hoped as one of the 
eventual products of the work to present a list of the aspects of urban development which 
would seem in terms of the physical, functional and social structures of the cities and 
their interactions with their environment and with each other to be leading in the 
direction which may be deemed undesirable and may call for a re-evaluation of the 
principles of urban planning. In this respect the research also seeks to stimulate critical 
discussion of matters of the policy of national and local state which are concerned with 
future urban development. The second task of the research is to employ interactive 
research practices to achieve a multidisciplinary outcome regarding urban research. It 
is proposed to employ research workers in a range of related fields each with their own 
contributory project, in order to combine the urban research traditions of different 
disciplines and practical orientations, which it is hoped will promote interdisciplinary 
discussion, open up new opportunities for postgraduate study and the training of 
research workers and create the methodological resources for practical urban planning 
work. 

Certain periods of urban change can be distinguished which have outstanding 
features and problems of their own. The post-industrial society of the service-based 
economy has brought the cities to a new stage in their development, in the background 
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to which the crisis in the industrial society, the rapid advances being made in certain 
branches of technology and the changes taking place in social and economic orga
nizations are now beginning to cast doubts on the rational foundations for urban 
development which prevailed at the height of industrialism. "Deindustrialization" is 
connected with business economics, in which the automation, closure or sale of whole 
factories, changes in the direction of production and the transfer of investment from 
manufacturing industry to the finance sector have meant in concrete terms a decline in 
employment opportunities and a crisis situation for those communities built up around 
such forms of employment. The rationalization of certain branches of industry and the 
restructuring of economic activity is emerging as a force for change in terms of urban 
structure in the late 1980's and early 1990's which will inevitably be reflected in a 
polarization of the country's cities and in social and environmental pathologies attri
butable to social problems and alterations in the urban space. The branches of techno
logy that are of importance from the point of view of urban structure, information, 
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energy and communications technology, are influential elements in the transition to a 
new service and knowledge society. Their effects are to be seen in new forms of 
economic pressures and a new constitution for the urban space, against a backcloth of 
an international technoculture. The analysis of international influences will indeed be 
of crucial importance for evaluating precisely this technological progress and its 
consequences. Mastery over this controlled process of urban change requires that 
planning should be linked more closely than ever to the social and economic structures 
of the cities, which in terms of the pragmatics of planning implies the emergence of 
processes that are non-spatial and difficult to comprehend as the new principles for the 
structure of cities. 

As a consequence of the economic, political and social restructuring going on in 
society, a new trend of differentiation is to be detected in Finnish cities. Current 
developments in Finnish society, with all their crises and problems, have directed 
themselves, or are in the process of directing themselves, towards the cities, giving rise 
to new types of urban area and new partial structures in these urban areas. Rural 
communities are being reshaped as changes occur in the traditional functions of rural 
population centers, while urban communities are becoming service and knowledge 
communities based on modern technology, with an accompanying reanalysis of the 
physical form of the town or city and its social and economic functions and with a 
redefinition of the structures contributing to the urban space in accordance with the 
policies of internal growth, particularly the urban centers and the suburbs created in the 
course of earlier waves of differentiation. 

The theoretical and methodological frame of the research programme lies in the 
concept of the economic, technological, social and political restructuring processes 
prevailing in society, which in the local context are reflected in various types of cities 
and their future development. The chief object of investigation for all those projects 
engaged in the research programme is a Finnish city or rural center or some part of such 
a locality. Some of the contributory projects represent a more extensive approach which 
examines the main change factors or restructuring processes lying behind urban deve
lopment, and in these cases the points of view which run through the process of urban 
change are economic, social or technological in character or are concerned with 
planning principles. Other projects are more obviously directed towards certain city or 
rural center types or contributory structures, and are thus methodologically more 
intensive in character. It is in these latter that the new trend towards differentiation 
among the cities finds concrete expression via the set of change factors (see Fig. 1). 

Economic and social restructuring of Finnish city centers 

"Economic and social restructuring of Finnish city centers" is one of the projects 
within the "Prospects for Finnish Localities" research programme. The principal aim in 
this project was to describe the alterations and restructuring taking place in Finnish city 
centers and inner cities within a process characterized by social change and internal 
urban growth. Particular attention was paid to the changes introducecj. into the relations 
between commercial functions, residential functions and the urban space as a result of 
the city center reforms. An attempt was made to evaluate the new directions in city 
center planning in a suitably critical and problem-centered manner via the concept of 
economic and social space. The adoption of a critical approach in the face of the current 
practice of inner city renewal based on internal growth should permit attention to be 
drawn to any undesirable consequences arising from the new form of service-based 
economy, financial functioning and the changes in space utilization and mobility 
associated with the future development of cities. 

Three approaches have been selected to the evaluation of the economic and social 
reforms of the inner cities: the functional and economic approach, the political approach 
and the social approach, each of which reflects in its own way the influence of 
developments in society as a whole upon the city centers. The functional and economic 
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approach emphasizes the center as a location for services. Particular attention was paid 
to the nature of the commercial services available, with the focus on changes in these, 
communications, rent levels and recycling urban space in the central areas of the city. 
The political approach lays stress on the role of urban planning in the development of 
the city centers. One desire was to determine the degree of originality attached to 
Finnish urban planning in city center development as it now is, and the relation of the 
principle for planning service areas to the overall planning of the city centers. The social 
approach highlights the city center as an area for living in, the aim being to obtain a 
socially viable urban environment in the city centers, i.e. to discuss means of reducing 
social insecurity and segregation and the legitimacy of gentrification process. 

Social and economic changes in inner cities are strongly connected to the "tension" 
between industrial and post-industrial society (see Fig. 2). The city of industrial capital 
has had its own importance to the inner city concerning mainly "historical evolution" 
of city center characterized by a dynamic but restrained continuity (CBD development). 
The post-industrial renewal of urban structure is creating a new city center culture in 
which social, political and economic interests are intermingled. Alongside the natural 
spread of the central business district, this dynamism contains a pronounced internal 
renovation component which, by dint of considerable economic and political mani
pulation, has brought rapid (uncontrolled) changes and a showy reuse of urban space 
to the city centers under the banner of regeneration or intensification. The current 
practice of Finnish city center renewal based at the same time on internal growth 
(reurbanization policy) and privatisation (partnership policy) has a certain kind of 
incompatibility, which will cause undesirable consequences arising from the new form 
of service-based economy and the changes in space utilization and mobility associated 
with the future development of cities. 
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Inner city and its different roles 

In this study there are three different roles or meanings for Finnish inner city. First. 
it is "history city", which definition gives it a spatial meaning (see Fig. 3). In Finland 
historical inner city is tightly connected to the mercantilist urban policy and urban 
planning. Towns were integral to the process of merchant capitalism, for both expendi
ture on consumption and the search for trading opportunities. The desire was that towns 
should be marked off more distinctly from their surroundings by building customs 
fences around them and adopting positive planning measures as a basis for urban 
building. The aim was to improve the outward appearance of the towns and protect them 
better against the risk of fire . Thus the basic principle of Crown urban planning policy 
from the 17th century onwards was the creation of broad streets intersecting at right
angles and dividing the town into a series of blocks or quarters resembling the squares 
on a chessboard. Thus all planning throughout the realm from 1634 to 1721 followed 
systematically an uncompromisingly rigid grid pattern, a style which paved the way for 
the grid-plan tradition which is so characteristic of the old inner city areas in Finland 
(cf. Andersson, 1, p. 215). This determined approach to urban planning meant that the 
grid pattern came to constitute the framework for the development of many Finnish 
cities up to the present day and the controlling factor in urban building concerning 
especially inner city areas . At the same time it performed a generative role in the shaping 
of the city as a whole, with an impact extending from its physical structure to the way 
of life and life-styles of urban community (cf. "urbanism" versus "suburbanism") . 

The second meaning of inner city is connected to its problematic nature. It is very 
common to understand inner city as an undefined area close to the city center with a 
wide range of economic and social problems like dilapidated and run-down housing, 
people with low incomes (cf. new immigrants) and economic polarization (cf. Increa
sing informalization) . In Finland inner city problems are mostly concerning aged "local" 
people and urban wastes created by changing patterns of urban industrial space. Inside 
old grid-plan quarters and along waterfronts there exist underutilized buildings with 
undefined "backyard" functions. These parts of the city are "footbo"ard" to urban 
renewal which also gives third meaning of inner city. 

As urban renewal area inner cities are tools of reurbanization policy . Reurbanization 
involves an intensification in the use of urban land, especially in the central core of 
cities. Intensification incorporates redevelopment, in-fill and structural conversion, all 
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of which typically result in higher densities of land use. Criticism against urban sprawl 
and dispersed development has led to urban planning policy which emphasizes advanta
ges of urban reintegration or "inner growth" . Financial advantages as a starting point 
for urban planning imply making more efficient use of the existing infrastructure (cf. 
recycling or reuse urban space). Existing building, e.g. old industrial premises, or 
railway and warehouse areas, can be a basic resource for urban renewal. Similarly the 
advantages of mobility may be achieved by a reduction in the scale of the residential, 
production and consumer functions . Special aims have to be laid down which take 
acoount of the needs of particular groups, e.g. children, the elderly, housewives and the 
poor, at the same time as experience of the urban space is associated with experience 
of the real world. The social advantages are concerned with internal social integration 
within the urban space and the making of more human use of this space. Urban 
restructuring inevitably involves the mixing of some social groups, but alienation can 
be prevented and social contacts promoted by an even distribution of functions and 
services. Finally the advantages for improving the quality of the urban environment 
imply the renovation of residential areas and business districts (cf. Tanghe et aI., 10, p. 
152"166). 

It has also been pointed out that the renewal policy that have appeared in the urban 
structures, and particularly in the centers, with the restructuring of inner cities have 
given rise to, or are giving rise to, problems which have not been adequately taken 
account of at the planning stage. The question has been raised of the justice of social 
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and commercial gentrification. All the time that market economy is the principal force 
generating and regulating central district functions within the urban spatial system, any 
renewal will inevitably be connected more clearly with the service sector economy of 
the city center than with matters of housing, quality of life and improvement of the 
built-up environment. The postmodernist built form has tendency to connect urban 
developments and especially those in inner city areas to the global competition and 
reorganization of capital instead of local planning ideas and goals. The tension here is 
between modem and postmodern city. 

Restructuring urban space: new dynamics of inner cities 

In its most general sense, restructuring is meant to convey a break in secular trends 
and a shift towards a significantly different order and configuration of social, economic 
and political life. It thus evokes a sequential combination of falling apart and building 
up again, deconstruction and attempted reconstruction, arising from certain incapaci ties 
or perturbations in established systems of thought and action. The old order is suffi
ciently strained to preclude conventional patchwork adaptation and to demand signi
ficant structural change instead. This evolutionary idealism in the competitive conflict 
between the old and the new has clearly been dealt with discussions about modem and 
postmodern urban development (Fig. 4). . 

In social development modernization has meant socioeconomic changes generated 
by scientific and technological discoveries and innovations, industrial upheavals, popu
lation movements, urbanization and the formation of national states (welfare states) and 
mass political movements. According to Cooke (5, p. 483) the socio-spatial form of 
modernization included in a more general sense: the relatively even geographical spread 
to the periphery, semi-periphery and suburbs of modernization processes (cf. residential 
neighbourhoods), a characteristic posture towards producing standardized products for 
volume markets (the city of mass-consumption) and economic development in close 
proximity to new collective consumption environments (cf. city center). 

The development of urban centers during the present century modernization has been 
a "historical evolution" characterized by a continuous but moderated dynamism. In most 
instances the historical evolution of urban centers in their capacity as central business 
districts has been a slow process of change from areas occupied by a mixture of retail 
premises and dwellings to areas characterized by offices and more specialized services. 
Frequently this development has at the same time meant a shift of the urban center away 
from the oldest part of the city to become concentrated in a more narrowly delimited 
serviced and finance area. A real understanding of the spatial processes prevailing in 
the development of urban centers requires a broader outlook which takes account of 
economic changes, administrative and political representativeness and aspects of social 
inequality. 

Although the spatial role of the center in an urban system of modem society was that 
of providing spatial integration and symbolizing the system as a whole, the major 
background force behind the development of the center, urban centrality, can be 
manifested at a variety oflevels in the urban system (cf. Castells, 4, p. 221-233). At the 
economic level centrality expresses the relations between the various economic 
elements in the urban structure. The influence of this economic level is to be seen 
especially clearly in city core area, where the trend has been abstract commercial 
functions characterized by consumption and exchange, functions typified by the 
handling and dissemination of information and including such branches of the economy 
as financial and credit markets, information technology, specialized consultants in 
various fields and highly specialized retailers. It is easy to explain the location of these 
functions in the urban center in the case of market economies, which emphasize the role 
of private business sector as a regulator of the spatial system. An opposing centrality 
force comes into play at the politico-institutional level, however, which employs the 
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instruments of urban planning to lay stress on the public sector. The role of public sector 
in modern society has been as a controlling force with respect to the use of urban space 
(managerial city) and as a bearer of the economic pressures exerted by the private 
commercial functions. The politico-institutional center is itself an instrument in the 
hands of the public authorities in relation to the urban space (regulative planning). 

In new urban and inner city development postmodernism means 'fragmented' social 
structure. Instead of homogeneity, rationality, mass production and metanarrative 
which were prevailing in modernism there is postmodernist principles with pluralism, 
power and desire, small batch production, local narrative and indigenous architecture 
(cf. Graham, 6, p. 60). Postmodernizations socio-spatial form consist in: a markedly 
uneven spread of postmodernization characteristics, production disposed towards 
customized output, for niche markets aiming for economies of "scope" and economic 
development occurring in areas of privatized consumption (Cooke, 5, p. 483). Postmo
dernism is represented in the city's built form particularly clearly because architecture 
and city planning are tightly bound to the economic sphere of land values, on the one 
hand, and the patronage of multinational business, on the other (public-private 
partnership). 

The pressure to reorganize the interior space of the city has been considerable under 
conditions of postmodern principles. The vitality of central city core has been reempha
sized, themes such as the quality of urban living (gentrification, consumption palaces 
and sophisticated entertainment), and enhanced social contrbl over both public and 
private spaces within the city, have been widespread significance. During this postmo
dernization process "public-private partnership" of today amounts to a subsidy for 
affluent consumers, corporations and powerful command functions to stay in town at 
the expense oflocal collective consumption. Urban governments have been forced into 
innovation and investment to make their cities more attractive as consumer and cultural 
centers. Such innovations and investments have quickly been imitated elsewhere. 
Inter-urban competition has thus generated leapfrogging urban innovations in life
styles, cultural forms, products, and even political, and consumer based innovation. 
Herein lies part of the secret of the passage to postmodernity in urban culture (Harvey, 
7, p. 265). Markets, overconsumption and "hyperspaces" are characteristic of postmo
dern urban form. According to Zukin (11, p. 435) postmodernization refers to the 
structural polarity between markets and places, between the forces that detach people 
from or anchor them to specific spaces. Postmodernization refers also to the institutional 
polarity between the public and private use of urban space. The analysis of postmodern 
urban forms emphasizes markets over places and denies the separation of private and 
public space. . 

In spite of differing starting points for urban development, analogical features are to 
be seen in new inner city dynamics which are present just as much on a global as on a 
national, regional or local scale. Alongside the natural spread of the central business 
district a pronounced tendency towards internal rebuilding of the city centers, a process 
which, whether viewed as "revitalization", as is the American practice, or "intensi
fication", as is more common in Europe, has brought areas of highly specialized services 
to inner cities as a result of a combination of economic and political manipulation. These 
(post)modern urban center innovations have reached the towns and cities of Finland in 
recent years in the form of the cross between the American and European renewal 
model. These new areas of services are being brought about by a combination of public 
sector planning and private building technology and site ownership, to produce new 
'marketing space'. On a wider scale one may speak of megastructures, massive 
buildings or groups of buildings comprising retail shops, offices and recreational and 
accommodation functions (cf. Andersson, 2, p. 9-10). 

In this inner city renewal process the cities of Finland have inherited a European 
model of urban development, and the reurbanization and revitalization measures used 
for the qualitative and functional improvment of their centers tend to follow European 
practices, in which the aim is to achieve even increases in accessibility, attraction and 
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increment in property prices. The centers of the Finnish cities have also retained their 
importance as the principal location for urban functions. Even so, "internal expansion" 
has still adopted some American features, as seen in the fragmentary development of 
the inner cities and parts of these in a manner divorced from that of the urban area as a 
whole. Commercial renewal of the urban centers only reached Finnish society around 
1985, and the "fashion" for restructuring retail trading and services in the centers is now 
spreading from the larger urban communities to progressively smaller ones in the form 
of a series of national and international innovations (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5 - Downtown malls and shopping quarters in Finnish city centres 1985-1992. (Cities: 1. Helsinki, 2 . 
Turku,3. Varkaus, 4. Lahti, 5. Tampere, 6. Kuopio, 7. Lappeenranta, 8. Jyvaskyla, 9. Kotka, 10. Pori , 
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New dynamics of inner cities: problems and criticism 

As pointed out in Figure 5 in most cases the initiators of commercial restructuring 
in Finnish city centers has been financial institutions and building companies which 
means obvious links with capital and speculation. As an ideology, inner city renewal 
produces good commercial climate and healthy residential areas in places which had 
previously been degenerating, and profit in places where there had previously been 
poverty. The ideology tells us nothing of the dynamics of capital (or flexible) accu
mulation which lie behind the process, however. The illusion of urban renewal as an 
integration in which the basic attribute of the urban space is a "richness and variety" of 
relationships between people from different social and consumption groups falls down 
because of solutions dictated by the power of capital. This becomes particularly 
apparent in situations where building companies acquire properties for renewal by 
purchasing them from the most "vulnerable" sectors of the population, renovate them, 
and sell or rent them at high prices to shopkeepers and upper or middle-class urban 
inhabitants. Certain Finnish cities possess extensive working class suburbs (inside or 
around inner cities) which have preserved their identity through earlier periods of 
gradual change, but which are now being taken over by a "new middle class". This has 
meant a sharp rise in the value attached to these previously low-status areas of small 
wooden houses within the last few years, with a corresponding increase in their prices 
and properties. 

Particular criticism has been levelled at the means used for the commercial renewal 
of inner city cultures. This "exclusive" type of development pushed the mechanism of 
democratic participation to one side in favour of private investments and a monolithic 
"middle class invasion" (cf. Holcomb & Beauregard, 9, p. 67). In many Finnish cities 
the urban planning required for restructuring (reurbanization policy) has erred on the 
side of allowing the private sector too much scope for deciding on the organization of 
the urban space. The result is that the new "megastructures" that are generated by this 
exclusive process represent a combination of the interest of investors, builders' agents, 
estate agents, financiers and big business which ends up with a range of services aimed 
at only one type of consumer, high-class commercial environments, over-specialized 
shopping centres which offer their services on a selective basis only to consumers in a 
high income bracket. These shopping centers are referred to as 'attractions', but for 
most people they serve as objects of sightseeing trips (cf. captive markets) rather than 
as functional parts of the city. 

At the level of economic activity, the problems are focused upon the rapid rise in 
urban land prices and the uncertainty attached to business managment under the new 
conditions now prevailing. Commercial functions aimed at traditional forms of 
consumption cannot compete with the shopping precincts in the city centers, for urban 
land prices are the highest of all in precisely those places where extensive changes in 
retail are taking place. One example of this is the Forum downtown mall in the hearth 
of Helsinki, the construction of which raised rents in that block over 200 % in real terms 
between 1980 and 1986, almost twice the rise experienced elsewhere in the city center. 
On the other hand, the construction of new inner city shopping areas well away from 
existing city centers has the effect of creating economic and spatial dislocation. The 
principles of inner city renewal have included the preservation of the old structure where 
at all possible, which implies that the construction of large, uninterrupted shopping 
areas in old city centers will require a sufficiently large center in order to achieve both 
an intensive concentration of commercial functions and preservation of the existing 
forms. It has even happened in some cases that commercial megastructures have had 
the opposite effect to that intended, i.e. they have not revitalized the service sector 
economy of the city center on a broad scale but have "milked" the commercial strength 
from the remainder of it, giving rise to an imbalance in the internal hierarchy of retail 
trading in the city as a whole (claims of this kind have been made regarding both the 
Forum precinct in Helsinki and the Hansa center in Turku). 
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One question which emerges above all others is that of the relationship between the 
"private sector" city and the "public sector" city or between "managerial" city and 
"entrepreneurial" city as David Harvey (8) express it. .A "public-private partnership" 
has rised or is rising a leading instrument for urban development, especially when 
reusing or recycling urban areas. In the case of Wartsila dock area in Turku a public
private partnership policy has adopted for large inner city restructuring (Fig 6). 

western riverfront: 
new inhabitants 1 000, apartments 400, floor area 
77 000 rrt. building years 1991-1995 

eastern (Wartsila dock area): 
new inhabitants 2 000, apartments 1 000, 
floor area 167 000 rrf. building years 1992-96 

.. old industrial buildings 
and warehouses 

III renewal areas 

Fig. 6· The renewal areas of Aura River in Turku. 
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A question is about land-use and zoning agreements, where the city of Turku is 
selling zoning privileges (from industrial use to residential and commercial use) to the 
private land and property owner. The original price 75 million Finnish marks is now 50 
million marks and a development time has changed from six year to ten year because 
of dominant recession. Both trends are for the benefit of land owner and for the loss of 
local government (and local people). Relations between the public city and the private 
city in "remaking inner cities" might be problematic because of different kind of view 
on urban development. According to the public city center should based primarily on 
residents ' needs and it should consist of subareas each with its own identity. Existing 
built-up environment should be preserved where possible or used as a basis for new 
building. Variation in property values within the city center should be reduced and 
economic and social renewal of the center should be based on a general plan for the 
whole area. According to private city center is primarily a location for high-class 
services (an area for service and finance). Floor area efficiency of city centers should 
be increased and land value and property" rents should be highest in the areas of new 
building in the centers (cf. speculation). In private city economic and social renewal 
takes place via individual projects. 
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Many crucial questions remain unanswered regarding new inner city cultures aimed 
mainly at revitalizing the residential and commercial functions of these areas. Measures 
for reviving and renovating the city centers all too frequently look for, and find, 
analogies in individual economically successful projects, the results of which are too 
restricted to allow any evaluation or explanation of the implications of city center 
renewal for the urban structure as a whole. The tempQrary attraction of a recently 
restored area in a city center can effectively obscure the long-term problems generated 
by the new form of service sector economy created, the demand for mobility, general 
insecurity and the privatization of the assignment of urban space. The demographic and 
economic changes attendant upon city center renewal call for a re-thinking and re
evaluation of public urban planning policies along essentially different lines. 
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Shrnut! 

PRETV ARENf VNITRNICH MEST: NOVE PROSTOROVE FORMY A JEJICH FINANCNf 
ASPEKTY V CENTRECH FINSKYCH MEST 

Chinek pfiblizuje nedavne zmeny vnitfnfch mest ve Finsku a pokou~i se 0 zhodnocenf vztahu mezi 
finanl!nfmi otazkami a novymi smery v planovani mestskych center. PnspCvek vychazf z poznatkii ziskanych 
pri praci na projektu "Ekonomicka a sociaInf restrukturalizace mestskyclf center ve Finsku", kterj je soucastf 
rozsahlej~fho multidisciplinarnfho vyzkurnneho programu "Sance pro finske lokality". 

Autor vyuziva tfi pnstupy k zachycenf ekonomicke a sociaInf restrukturalizace vnitfnfch mest. Funkcio
nalisticky a ekonomicky pnstup pohlizf na mestske centrum jako na misto lokalizace slureb. Politicky pristup 
zdiiraziiuje roli sfdelnfho planov3nf v rozvoji mestskych center a socialni pnstup vidi centrum mesta jako 
arenu, ve ktere probfha spolel!ensky zivot, rozebfra otazky vefejne bezpel!nosti a segregace I!i legitimitu 
gentrifikacniho procesu. 

SociaInf a ekonomicke zmeny vnitfnfch mest jsou tesne spojeny s pfechodem od industriaInf k post
industrialnf spolel!nosti a napetfm, ktere v tomto obdobf vznika. Postindustrialni restruktura1izace mest pfin~f 
do center novou kulturu, kde jsou sociaInf, politicke a ekonomicke zajmy navzajem promichany. Vyvoj se 
vyznal!uje regeneracf a intenzifikacf vyuzitf mestskych center. Tento proces je ve Finsku zaloren na prosa
zovani vnitfnfho riistu a na politice privatizace. Tento trend v~ak miize v priibChu dal~fho vjvoje pfinest i 
nektere nezadoucf dusledky. 

Finska vnitfnf mesta rnaji tfi vyznamy. "Historicke mesto" poukazuje na historickou podminenost 
soucasne fyzicke struktury vnitfnfho mesta a na roli centra pri utvarenf mesta jako celku. Druhy vyznam 
definuje mesto jako "problemovou oblast". V soul!asnem finskem kontextu jde predev~frn 0 koncentraci stmf 
populace a neadekvatnf vyuZitf nekterjch budov a nedefinovatelnych ploch, jez je obkJopujf. Vnitfnf mesto 
jako "oblast obnovy" zrcadli trendy v soul!asne intenzifikaci vyuzitf ploch v centraInfch I!astech mest. Vnitrnf 
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regenerace (postmodemlho) m~sta je spi§e podmin~na procesem globalizace kapiUilu nef cm mistniho 
phmovanf. 

Restrukturalizace znamemi zlom vedouci k novemu i'adu v sociaInim, ekonomickem a politickem zivot~. 
Konkurencni konflikt mezi starym a novym radem byl nazom~ nastin~n v diskusfch 0 modemim a postmo
demfm vyvoji m~st. Socioekonomicke zm~ny byly v obdobf modernizace vytv8.feny vedeckymi a technickymi 
objevy, industrializaci, urbanizaci, formovanim narodnich (welfare) statu a masovymi politickymi hnutimi. 
M~stska centra ztracela funkci bydleni a koncentrovala se v nich administrativa a specializovane sluzby. Casto 
do§lo k vytvoleni novych, specialn~ zam~lenych financnfch a obchodnfch center, ktera zdfuaznovala roli 
soukromeho sektoru v prostorovem systemu m~sta. Na druhou stranu bylo mestske centrum sidlem ui'adu 
sfliclho vei'ejneho sektoru pokou§ejiclho se 0 ovlivnovani a fizenf vYvoje m~sta. 

Postmodemizace pi'ina§f fragmentaci sochilnf struktury. Misto homogenity, racionality, masove produkce 
a velkYch my§lenek se prosazuje pluralismus, moc a touha, maloseriova vyroba, mistnf duch a architektura 
zrcadlici speciflka domaclho prosti'edi. Principy postmodemismu vedou k reorganizaci vnitlnlho prostoru 
m~st. Do jejich center znovu pronika funkce bydleni (gentrifikace), na vyznamu nabyva spoti'eba a zabavnf 
funkce. Postmoderni vyvoj popini vzajemne odd~lovanf soukromeho a vei'ejneho prostom a proces postmo
demizace je podporovan na z8.klad~ spoluprace vei'ejneho a soukromeho sektoru. Cflem spolecneho usili je 
zvyiHt dostupnost a atraktivitu m~stskeho centra a dosahnout rOstu cen nemovitosti. 

Restrukturalizace center finskych m~stje ve v~t§in~ pi'ipadu iniciovana fmancnimi institucemi a stavebnf
mi spolecnostmi, cof poukazuje na zi'ejme spojeni s kapitaIovymi spekulacemi. Obnova m~stskych center je 
z ideologickeho hlediska prezentovanajako vytvafenf vhodneho obchodnfho prostiedf a pi'ijemnych obytnych 
ctvrti v puvodn~ zdevastovanych oblastech a zisku v mistech pi'edchozfho upadku. Tato ideologie vsak nic 
nei'ika 0 dynarnice akumulace kapiUilu, ktera lezf v pozadf procesu. Zatfmco se argumentuje 0 "bohatstvi 
rozmanitosti", dochazi k vytlacovani puvodniho obyvatelstva s nizsimi pfijmy novou sociaine homogenni 
vrstvou obyvatel se sti'ednimi a vyWmi pfijmy. Nova obchodnf centra jsou sice pravem oznacovana jako 
atrakce, ale pro v~tSinu obyvatel slouff spfSe jako objekt podivane ne! funkcni soucast m~sta. V n~kterych 
pi'fpadech obchodnf centra pfinesla narnfsto ocekavaneho celkoveho oziveni upadek ostatnim obchodnim 
aktiviUim. 

Nejdulezit~j§f ot8.zkou je vztah mezi soukromym a vei'ejnym sektorem. Spoluprace vei'ejneho a soukro
meho sektoru pfedstavuje zakladnf nastroj slouzicf pi'i prosazovani restrukturalizace vnitlnich m~st. Pi'iklady 
v§ak ukazujf, ze spoluprace pi'ina§f zisky soukromym vlastnikum pudy, ale ztraty mistnim ui'adlim (a mistnimu 
obyvatelstvu). Vztah mezi vefejnym a soukromym sektorem mlize bYt pi'i restrukturalizaci m~stskych center 
problematicky, nebot' kaZdy pohlizi na rozvoj z jine perspektivy. Zatfmco by podle snah vei'ejnych pi'edsta
vitelli m~lo byt centrum formovano podle poti'eb obyvatelstva, pro soukromy sektor pi'edstavuje stied mesta 
pfedevsim lokalitu potencialnich zisku. Docasna atraktivita obnovenych m~stskych center mlize zakryvat 
budoucf problemy vytv8.fene projekty prosazovanymi v soucasnosti. M~lo by tudfz dojit k podstatnemu 
pfehodnocenf politiky urbanistickeho planovani. 

Obr. 1 - Faktory ovlivnujici promenu mest. 
Obr. 2 - Urbanizovane uzemi a napetf mezi industriaJni a postindustriaIni racionalizacf. 
Obr. 3 - Koncept vnitlni diferenciace urbanizovane oblasti. 
Obr. 4 - Teze restrukturalizace: mezi modernitou a postmodemitou. 
Obr. 5 - Obchodni domy a n8.kupni sti'ediska v centrech finskych m~st, postavene v letech 1985-1992. 
Obr. 6 - Oblast pi'estavby kolem i'eky Aura v Turku. . 

(Pracovisti autora: Department of Geography, University of Turku, SF - 20 500 Turku, Finland.) 
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